3/4 Camp Wilkin
This is a photo of my cabin mates at camp Wilkin in Anglesea Frankie, Spike,
Eddie, Fletcher and l. My favourite activity was surfing the waves were so good
and we surfed on big long boards the only bad thing was I took a fin to my foot. I
also liked doing archery. It was hard but fun. I was so close to hit the target.
There was a flying fox. We sat on the little seat. You fly so fast and then you hit
the tyres then someone would pull you up to the wooden plank.
Next we did low ropes which is when you do obstacles on a course on wooden
logs they were attached to ropes. We also did a night walk and we saw
kangaroos on the football oval and we also saw kangaroos on the golf course
and I saw a possum. When we got back we got ready for bed so I got into my
pyjamas and brushed my teeth. Finally I read a magazine about the top 100
NBA players. Later Ms McCullough come around to tell us to say good night to
Ginger her teddy. In the morning we had toast and cereal. THE END!!
Fred

This is a photo of my surfing group. It was SUPER FUN but would have to say it was CRAZY because the people who work at GO RIDE A WAVE
pushed us backwards and told us to do funny poses. So it was pretty CRAZY. I liked surfing a bit more than surf safety because I love the water
any way enough about surfing let’s move on to the flying fox.
The Flying fox was so long and scary but my second go was not as scary. But the funny thing is that I thought I was going to hit the tree but I was
so glad I didn’t. After that we went to the low ropes my partner for it was Tessa and Laura they were my ninjas because you had to stand on a
piece of rope and of you fell off your partner would catch you. It was an AWESOME time.
Now I am going to tell you about a tall and scary thing can you guess what it is is??.......rock climbing but I still had a go. At the end I swished the
toy at the very top. It was about 4 meters tall.
We did lots more even to much to talk about any way.. By Alice Coffey

When we got there, we watched a Power Point Presentation. On Monday the
23rd of April to the 24th 3/4 went to a camp and then we had snack. After snack
we got into four groups and two went surfing and the others went and did other
stuff. Then I got to go surfing first with most of my friends. My picture kind of
explains a little bit about surfing. We also got to climb on rocks while we we’re
waiting for the go ride a wave people to come so then the go ride a wave people
came and we followed them to get ready for surfing. Finally we got into the water
and got stuck into surfing. A few hours later we had dinner, which was a really
yummy BBQ. After dinner we went for a night walk, we went thru a nearby golf
course. Then after the night walk we got our pj’s on and went to sleep. After a
couple of hours sleep we woke up and it was morning time, so for breakfast we
had a choice of porridge, cereal and toast. I had a little bit of them and they were
so yummy. Then we went on a bus to go fossil hunting and we got to make fossils
out of plaster and sand. The fossil hunting was so much fun. Thanks to all of the
teacher for organising camp for us!
By Ella Salter

